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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Fleece Vest
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.05.0415

Title: Fleece Vest

Date: 1973

Material: fabric; fleece;metal

Dimensions: 71.0 x 61.0 cm

Description: A brown, thick, sherpa-style vest with four gold buttons that fasten with
brown elastic loops. Buttons depict a crest with lions.

Subject: mountaineering

climbing

outerwear

Credit: Gift of Charles (Chic) Scott, Cochrane, 2023

Catalogue Number: 103.05.0415
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Bomber Jacket
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.05.0409

Title: Bomber Jacket

Date: 1973

Material: polyester

Dimensions: 65.0 x 116.0 cm

Description: Navy blue bomber jacket size youth medium. Tag under collar has the
name “Don Brewster” written on it with marker or pen and a team design
on left chest with a hockey player holding a stick and aiming at a puck.
Pins details- affixed to the Jacket. On the end of the right collar is a metal
and enamel pin of a beaver playing with a hockey stick and some
lettering that reads,”Banff Minor Hockey.” On the right chest area is a
white patch with red and blue details that include two crossed hockey
sticks and words that read Taber Alberta Pee Wee 1974 28 Team. Four
pins attached to the left side on the front of the jacket - Top to Bottom-
white pin with black lettering and yellow and blue design that reads “1974
Winnipeg Centennial.”- white pin with cartoon of snoopy the dog and
words that read “I think my feet need sharpening.” - White pin with red
maple leaf and black words on top, “Have a good day.” - white pin with
blue wording “Annual Easter tourney Banff 75. Patch details on the back
of Jacket- Black patch with yellow lettering “West Covina California and
another patch that is maroon with yellow lettering “Pee-wee tourney Banff
1973.

Subject: Hockey

jacket

team

sport

Credit: Gift of Mary Brewster, Banff, 2023

Catalogue Number: 103.05.0409
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